Host SergioAGM says:
<<<<<<<<<<Continue Artemis 9905.28>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CEO_Vrayl says:
::looks at his panel, verifying that the last of the shunt diodes are in place::

MO_Ianden says:
::Monitors the condition of ops Caq::

CSS_Ruk says:
@::takes a position patrolling the border of the sector scanning heavily::

CMO_Senn says:
::in sickbay, checking on Cap and Caq by the MO's side::

AEnsKayan says:
::Takes over helm and ties in FCO with science and tac::

Host SergioAGM says:
ACTION : Cap has been relieved of duty to attend his fallen brother Caq

Host CO_Ross says:
*CMO*:  Doctor, you are needed on the Bridge

DOM_Base says:
@::on heightened alert status after the earlier discovery of a Federation probe::

CTOFenrir says:
::links up Tactical with Science::

CMO_Senn says:
::looks up... and then at the MO:: MO: Sickbay is yours, Lt. I'll be in the bridge

CMO_Senn says:
*CO* On my way, sir.

JHS_Eharo says:
@::passes quickly through the system, his energy weapon fully charged::

CSO_McMer says:
CO: Sir, we're closing up on the shield modifications, give us just a couple more minutes.

MO_Ianden says:
Aye CMO

SO_Joe says:
::doubles checks the probes::

CMO_Senn says:
::nods to the MO and exits sickbay for the bridge::

Host CO_Ross says:
::Sits in the Center Chair watching the bridge crew heavily in their work::

CEO_Vrayl says:
*EO's*: Stantz, Spengler, Venkman, Scully, check in.

AEnsKayan says:
::checks and rechecks various maneuvers she has input::

CMO_Senn says:
::wonders why she is being called to the bridge, in her mind going through all the preparations for casualties in sickbay, finally convincing herself that everything is in order::

SO_Joe says:
::adjusts the probe's sensors::

CEO_Vrayl says:
<Stantz> *CEO*: Shunts in place.

CEO_Vrayl says:
<Scully> *CEO*: Ready here.

CEO_Vrayl says:
<Venkman> *CEO*: Diodes in place.

SO_Joe says:
*CSO*: The probes are ready

CEO_Vrayl says:
<Spengler> *CEO*: All set!

MO_Ianden says:
::::Looks at Caq condition, and bows his head::

Host CO_Ross says:
AEns: Mr. Kayan, Status Report

CMO_Senn says:
::exits the TL and addresses the Captain:: CO: Reporting sir.

CSO_McMer says:
::running last diagnostic to ensure that energy shunts off the shields are aligned, and of course our new CEO has them down to perfect. *SO*: Understood, good job. Go ahead and report to the bridge.

CEO_Vrayl says:
*CSO*: The shunt diodes are in place. They will short if too much power is directed toward the shield emitters.

AEnsKayan says:
CO:  Everything is in order  ::under breath I hope::

SO_Joe says:
*CSO*: Understood

CSS_Ruk says:
@::changes course to intercept the latest sensor echo::

CMO_Senn says:
::takes the XO's seat and wonders where Bryant is::

Host CO_Ross says:
AEns: Very Well, prepare to alter course, 117, mark 14, 1/4 impulse, easy as she goes

SO_Joe says:
::heads for TL::

CTOFenrir says:
::keeping an eye on the sensors::

CSS_Ruk says:
@::increases speed to intercept::

CSO_McMer says:
*CEO*: I confirm, but we should be able to take at least a shot or two.  Also that back up shunt using the shuttles as an energy sink may even give us another couple shots we can withstand.

MO_Ianden says:
::Calls nurse Walter to him::

CEO_Vrayl says:
*CO*: Sir, if the energy dampening weapon hits, the energy should be directed through the shield generators and deflector dish.

AEnsKayan says:
::enters coordinates::  CO:  Course laid in

SO_Joe says:
::enters TL: Deck 1

AEnsKayan says:
::engages at 1/4 impulse::

CSO_McMer says:
*CEO*: Are we clear to return to the bridge?

Host CO_Ross says:
*CEO*: Excellent Chief, how many hits do you think it will take prior to failure?

CEO_Vrayl says:
*CO*: Any ship at extremely close range will likely be damaged from the energy wave, so caution is advised.

MO_Ianden says:
Nurse Walter: If his condition gets worse just a little I want you to call for me quickly.

MO_Ianden says:
Nurse Walter : Is that Under Stood?

CMO_Senn says:
::looks around at the busy crew, feeling that little bit out of place until the CO is ready to talk to her::

Host CO_Ross says:
*CEO*: Understood!

CEO_Vrayl says:
*CO*: Each hit will tend to blow the diodes, which I have engineering in place to repair immediately. It will have to be reset after each repair, or the power will automatically shunt to our shuttles.

SO_Joe says:
::gets out of TL onto the bridge::

MO_Ianden says:
<Nurse Walter>=Yes Sir!

CSS_Ruk says:
@::slows to impulse and conducts and active scan of the area looking weapons on the target::

CEO_Vrayl says:
*CSO*: We are ready. You may return to the bridge.

Host CO_Ross says:
*CEO*: Have the shuttles been launched?

AEnsKayan says:
::looks over at the doctor and smiles tentatively::

CSO_McMer says:
::Nods to CEO:: *CEO* Aye, sir.

CEO_Vrayl says:
*CO*: No sir. They are locked down in the shuttle bay.

Host CO_Ross says:
*CEO*: Very well, carry on!

CSS_Ruk says:
@::fires a sustained burst at the target ..... a small satellite explodes.  Returns to its previous patrol pattern::

Host SergioAGM says:
ACTION : The Artemis picks up a sensor echo 12 LYs out

CMO_Senn says:
::looks back at Kayan and grins... remembers she has yet to do some "voluntary"  work in sickbay and plans on reminding her later::

SO_Joe says:
::notices a sensor echo::

MO_Ianden says:
::Goes to treat other people::

CSO_McMer says:
:Proceeding to the turbolift.  Feeling of satisfaction with a job well done.::

CEO_Vrayl says:
::checks the shunting automation protocols::

CTOFenrir says:
CO: Captain, we've got a sensor echo about 12 Light years out

AEnsKayan says:
::picks up the doctor’s look and returns to her station::

Host CO_Ross says:
CMO: Doctor, you have just been given the duties of the XO

CMO_Senn says:
::just like that?:: CO: Acknowledged, sir.

CEO_Vrayl says:
COMPUTER: Computer, compare current ship specifications to baseline in program Ross 129.

SO_Joe says:
::monitors the echo::

CMO_Senn says:
::takes a deep breath and looks around, wishing she had checked on the bridge's status before leaving sickbay::

CSO_McMer says:
::Being delivered to the bridge, walking in seeing Kayan in uniform at her console, strangely odd-- yet strangely familiar and conforting....::

CEO_Vrayl says:
<COMPUTER> CEO: All specifications meet or exceed the specified parameters.

Host CO_Ross says:
CTO:  Mr. Fenrir, what is the Tactical situation?

AEnsKayan says:
::listens to the suprise in the doctor’s voice and smiles::

Host SergioAGM says:
ACTION : Distance is falling rapidly

CSO_McMer says:
::Waking over to Science console, looking over the SO's shoulder::

SO_Joe says:
::notices his former aid turned his boss:: CSO: Hello Mr. MacMer

JHS_Eharo says:
@::concludes its report of the destruction of the probe ..... along with the NCC number on the side of the probe tube ..... and goes back to its patrol course::

AEnsKayan says:
::looks back and Jason and smiles at him before continuing to monitor her station::

CEO_Vrayl says:
*CO*: For your information, sir...the ship meets the standards of Ross 129.

CTOFenrir says:
CO: It must be a ship it's heading our way, now at 11 light years from us sir

Host CO_Ross says:
AEns:  Mr. Kayan, slow to full stop

CMO_Senn says:
::decides to listen and absorb all information she can just in case there is a situation that actually requires her intervention, which seems highly likely::

CSO_McMer says:
SO: Hello yourself. What’s with that echo there?

CSS_Ruk says:
@::begins frog jumping ...... goes 1 LY at max warp ...... drops to impulse and conducts a full scan ...... then back to max warp for 1 LY::

AEnsKayan says:
CO: slowing to full stop... we are now stopped sir.

Host CO_Ross says:
*CEO*: Very Well, Mr. Vraylle keep me advised

CEO_Vrayl says:
::nods and moves to check something else::

CTOFenrir says:
CO: Sir, sensors have identified the echo as a Galor class ship

Host CO_Ross says:
CSO:  Mr. MacMer, how are the probes, are they ready for launch?

SO_Joe says:
CSO: It's one of the Cardassian Battle cruisers that was picked up the other day

CSS_Nilan says:
@::sets course for the far side of the sector::

CMO_Senn says:
::prays for this not to be yet another Dominion ambush::

AEnsKayan says:
::searches her mine for all her memories from Janus... holding back nervousness with that knowledge::

CSO_McMer says:
CO: Sir, the probes have all been checked over.

SO_Joe says:
CO: The probes are ready, sir

CEO_Vrayl says:
::sets up a sensor station to monitor any incoming energy signatures...like a Breen weapon::

CSO_McMer says:
SO: Is one of the probes set ready to launch?

SO_Joe says:
CSO: All I got to do is push a button

CSO_McMer says:
::First nodding at SO, the looking over at the CO::

CMO_Senn says:
CO: In your opinion sir, what are the odds of us engaging the GC?

Host CO_Ross says:
CSO:  Launch a full spread of probes, at alternating headings towards the station

CSO_McMer says:
CO: Aye sir.  ::Launching probes::

SO_Joe says:
CSO: Adjusting course settings for the probes

Host CO_Ross says:
AEns: 100 degrees to port, 1/4 impulse

CSS_Nilan says:
@::detects a launch on the opposite side of the system and comes about going to maximum warp::

CSO_McMer says:
SO: Keep a good eye on them.

SO_Joe says:
CSO: Aye

Host SergioAGM says:
ACTION : The Ship seems to be heading straight for the Artemis' position..

AEnsKayan says:
CO: course set and engaging.

CSS_Ruk says:
@::detects a major launch of probes .... notes quite a few.  How silly, as the more are launched the more obvious it is::

SO_Joe says:
CSO: The ship is heading right for us

CSS_Ruk says:
@::goes to Maximum warp and adjusts course slightly::

CMO_Senn says:
::remembers that the Galor Class is smaller than the Steamrunner and looks over at the CTO::

MO_Ianden says:
::Feels a cold shiver run down his back::

CTOFenrir says:
CO: The Galor class is closing fast sir!

AEnsKayan says:
::sets scan to read probe in order to Maintain 100degrees off center and 10 light years distance::

Host CO_Ross says:
AEns: Increase speed to 3/4 impulse lets get to the other side while the Dominion are looking at those probes

CSS_Ruk says:
@COM: Base/Nilan/Eharo: We have detected a launch of probes that can only be a Federation Starship ..... close on my coordinates.

Host CO_Ross says:
[speed]

SO_Joe says:
CO: They'll be here in 5 minutes

AEnsKayan says:
CO: aye ::increase speed::

Host CO_Ross says:
AEns: Warp 1, to the opposite side of the station, 10 LY please

CSO_McMer says:
CO: The SO is feeding you the time for they to intercept us.

Host SergioAGM says:
ACTION The Galor has closed to 6 LY, and can know detect the Artemis

DOM_Base says:
@COM: Ruk: Acknowledged. Be advised, the 12th order is half an hour out.  They have been apprised of your situation.

CTOFenrir says:
CO: Galor ship is now at 6 light years distance sir

AEnsKayan says:
::adjusts course and increases speed::

CSS_Ruk says:
@::reads registry number off the hull:: COM: Dom_Base: Confirmed, Federation Starship, Steamrunner Class.

JHS_Eharo says:
@::adjusts course slightly to intercept the Streamrunner and not the Galor::

CTOFenrir says:
CO: Captain, i recommend red alert

Host CO_Ross says:
*Ships Intercomm*  Red Alert

CMO_Senn says:
CO: I agree with the CTO ::wants to avoid the confrontation with the GC::

CTOFenrir says:
::brings weapon systems on-line::

AEnsKayan says:
::gulps at those words and concentrates on her station::

CEO_Vrayl says:
::activates the shunting system::

Host SergioAGM says:
ACTION : Distance is now 4 LY

Host CO_Ross says:
AEns:  Warp 9, please, smartly!

AEnsKayan says:
CO:  engaging sir

SO_Joe says:
CSO: The ship is 4LY away

AEnsKayan says:
::takes a deep breath as the ship leaps to warp 9::

CEO_Vrayl says:
*CO*: Shunting system online. Please try to avoid letting the ship be hit.

CSS_Ruk says:
@COM: Nilan/Eharo: Ship has engaged its warp engines ..... adjust your courses respectively and maintain maximum warp.

MO_Ianden says:
::Tells a nurse to wake up more nurses, Cause we might need em::

CSO_McMer says:
::Nodding to SO::

Host CO_Ross says:
*CEO*: Understood Chief!, That is always my intention

Host SergioAGM says:
ACTION : Incoming message from SF Command..

CMO_Senn says:
::in the fear of her memories, she notices how swiftly Kayan is flying the ship and nods approvingly::

CSO_McMer says:
SO: From their warp signature, what would you think would be their maximum warp?

AEnsKayan says:
::wipes her damp hands on her uniform before making slight course adjustment::

CTOFenrir says:
CO: Incoming message from Star Fleet command sir

CEO_Vrayl says:
::studying the energy signature of the enemy ship::

SO_Joe says:
CSO: Looks like warp 8

Host CO_Ross says:
CTO: On audio

CTOFenrir says:
::Puts signal on audio::

CSO_McMer says:
SO: So we should be able to out run them.

Host Adm_Keyen says:
ACTION : Galor class is closing, but slower.. 3.5 LY now..

CMO_Senn says:
::hopes Kayan is proficient in evasive maneuvers::

Host Adm_Keyen says:
CO : Captain..

Host Adm_Keyen says:
CO : Ross.. What's your status?

SO_Joe says:
CSO: They're closing on us but they're moving slower

CEO_Vrayl says:
::taps a key, and several of Vraylle's old evasive patterns present themselves on the FCO console::

MO_Ianden says:
::looks at the red lights as they flash::

SO_Joe says:
CSO" Distance-3.5 LY

Host CO_Ross says:
*SF*: Sir we are being pursued by a Dominion Battle Group

CEO_Vrayl says:
*CO*: Sir, we ARE capable of warp 9.975.

Host Adm_Keyen says:
CO : Damn it Captain.. Your orders where not to engage any ships..

AEnsKayan says:
::reads incoming data from Vraylle and confirms them with those he had taught her, noticing those he had not yet got too::

Host CO_Ross says:
*SF*: Aye Sir, we are not engaging, we are evading!

Host Adm_Keyen says:
*CO* : You must increase your distance..

Host Adm_Keyen says:
*CO* : Engage a course to these coordinates..

Host Adm_Keyen says:
ACTION : FCO receives coordinates.

Host CO_Ross says:
*SF*: Aye Sir

AEnsKayan says:
::enters coordinates::

Host CO_Ross says:
AEns:  Mr. Kayan, alter course smartly

Host CO_Ross says:
AEns: Maximum Warp!

AEnsKayan says:
CO:  done sir

Host Adm_Keyen says:
ACTION : The distance starts to increase.. Slowly..

AEnsKayan says:
::maximum warp::

CEO_Vrayl says:
::checks the coil alignments::

Host Adm_Keyen says:
ACTION : Artemis is heading deep into Federation Space.

JHS_Eharo says:
@::falls back from the two Galor's as it is only capable of 9.6 .......::

Host CO_Ross says:
*CEO*: Chief, how are the PTC's doing?

SO_Joe says:
CSO: We're going deep in Fed. space

JHS_Eharo says:
@COM: Base: This is Eharo, we are discontinuing chase ..... we are not able to keep up ..... returning to base.

CSO_McMer says:
::Double checking readings from our warp drive to ensure there is no... problem with pushing it this hard::

DOM_Base says:
@COM: Eharo: Acknowledged ........

CEO_Vrayl says:
*CO*: Within tolerances. They have been enhanced as part of our defenses, as well.

Host Adm_Keyen says:
ACTION : The Galor class ship turns back..

CMO_Senn says:
CTO: Status of the GC?

Host CO_Ross says:
*CEO*: Very Well, we are in the clear!

CMO_Senn says:
::finally said something and smirks::

CEO_Vrayl says:
*CO*: Understood.

CTOFenrir says:
CMO: They are heading back sir

CEO_Vrayl says:
::raises an eyebrow at his straining engines::

CSS_Ruk says:
@COM: Nilan: Deploy probes and return to base ..........

SO_Joe says:
::sighs with relief::

Host CO_Ross says:
*SF*:  SF, This is the Artemis, we are in the clear, Dominion Battle Group has broken off

CMO_Senn says:
::leans back:: CTO: Thanks Mr. Fenrir ::phews inwardly::

CSS_Ruk says:
@::launches Probes::

CTOFenrir says:
Correction, only the cruiser has turned, Galor ships still following

AEnsKayan says:
::prepares to slow at the captain’s orders::

CSS_Nilan says:
@::launches probes::

Host CO_Ross says:
*SF*: We are still being pursued by Galor Class Battle Cruisers, request assistance!

AEnsKayan says:
::can feel the strain of the engines in vibrations::

Host Adm_Keyen says:
*CO* : Keep your calm Captain.. I know what i'm doing...

CSS_Ruk says:
@::slows to warp one as the Ruk nears its patrol corridor .... sensors firmly trained the way the Artemis went::

AEnsKayan says:
CO: permission to decrease speed?

CTOFenrir says:
CO: We are no longer being followed sir, for a second there i thought one of the they launched probes may be a ship

CSS_Nilan says:
@::passes the Ruk with only a few thousand kilometers between them at high warp ..... a flyby::

CMO_Senn says:
::worried about OPS' status, decides it is time to check up on the new MO:: *MO* status, Mr. Immolisious

Host CO_Ross says:
*SF*: Aye Sir!, standing by

Host Adm_Keyen says:
ACTION : The Artemis closes in on the specified coordinates..

AEnsKayan says:
::slows as they coordinates are reached::

CEO_Vrayl says:
*CO*: The engines cannot tolerate emergency speeds for long, sir.

MO_Ianden says:
*CMO*: Everything is fine in sickbay, what’s going on out there though?

CSO_McMer says:
CEO: Sir, do you think we should do a quick diagnostic on the engines before we go anywhere else at high warp?

Host CO_Ross says:
AEns: Slow to sublight on entering coordinates

AEnsKayan says:
CO: done sir.

AEnsKayan says:
CO:  ETA 5 minutes

CSS_Ruk says:
@::its engineers finished with minor adjustments, turns on its newly installed Breen Energy Weapon::

CEO_Vrayl says:
::raises an eyebrow:: *CSO*: I am already running a diagnostic.

Host CO_Ross says:
CSO: I'm sure Mr. Vraylle will ensure his engines are ready for another go

Host Adm_Keyen says:
ACTION : The Artemis can now pick up two federation signatures on the coordinates..

CSO_McMer says:
::Nods, should have known...::

CMO_Senn says:
*MO* I suggest you ask the computer to show you the bridge status in your desktop Lt. Everything is under control ::doesn't add "it seems"::

Host Adm_Keyen says:
ACTION : One Galaxy class and a Norway class starship::

JHS_Eharo says:
@::pauses on the edge of the system and comes out having spotted something interesting on its sensors::

AEnsKayan says:
::makes minor course adjustments::

CTOFenrir says:
CO: Captain, i'm detecting a Galaxy and a Norway class waiting for us at the coordinates

MO_Ianden says:
::Goes to the computer and asks it to show bridge conditions::

AEnsKayan says:
::sighs at those words... so they were not alone::

CMO_Senn says:
CO: We should hail them sir ::unsure about issuing the order to the CTO herself::

JHS_Eharo says:
@::comes to a full stop and does a complete sensor scan of the area .... hones in on a stray Freudian particle it can not account for::

MO_Ianden says:
::can sense that everyone on the ship is tense::

Host CO_Ross says:
CTO: Excellent, Signal the CO's and give them my compliments

Host Adm_Keyen says:
*CO* : Welcome to my abode Captain..

CTOFenrir says:
CO: Aye sir.  ::Signals two ships::

Host Adm_Keyen says:
ACTION : Image link can now be maintained

Host CO_Ross says:
*Keyen*: Glad you just happened by Admiral!

CTOFenrir says:
::Puts Adm. Keyen on viewer::

CMO_Senn says:
::sits straight as if she had been slouching to look at the screen::

JHS_Eharo says:
@::watches as a Klingon Vor'Cha class cruiser decloaks right in front of it: and ................ ::

JHS_Eharo says:
::ship is destroyed before it can fire its energy weapon::

AEnsKayan says:
::comes to a full stop::

AEnsKayan says:
CO:  destination reached

Host Adm_Keyen says:
ACTION : Vor'Cha class re-cloaks

Host CO_Ross says:
AEns: Full stop

CSS_Ruk says:
@::explosion of the JHS shows up on sensors across the system and the Ruk turns to investigate::

CEO_Vrayl says:
::breathes deeply as the engines whine down to a dull hum::

Host Adm_Keyen says:
*CO* : Captain, How far are the ships?

CSS_Nilan says:
@::turns and engages its warp engines towards the explosion of the JHS::

Host CO_Ross says:
*Ships Intercomm*: Yellow Alert, Standby Battle stations

Host Adm_Keyen says:
CO : We're not picking up any on sensors..

DOM_Base says:
@COM: Eharo: Please respond .......

Host CO_Ross says:
CTO: Status of those ships

CEO_Vrayl says:
::runs some quick diagnostics on the drive::

DOM_Base says:
@::phaser and photon turrets come online::

Host Adm_Keyen says:
::frowns::

CTOFenrir says:
CO: The ships are out of range sir

Host Adm_Keyen says:
CO : Where you not being pursued?

Host CO_Ross says:
CTO: Very Well, go to long range sensors

Host CO_Ross says:
*Keyen*: Sir, the ships are no longer on sensors

CSS_Ruk says:
@::scans for survivors in the immediate area of the remains of the JHS ...... notes some and opens fire::

OPS{Caq} says:
::lies on bio bed, still unconscious::

CSS_Nilan says:
@::comes in alongside the Ruk and provides cover as it eliminates the Jem Hadar survivors on orders from the Founder::

CEO_Vrayl says:
::nods at the diagnostic results::

OPS{Cap} says:
::departs sickbay and heads for the Bridge::

Host Adm_Keyen says:
CO : Very well.. I'm beaming over...

Host CO_Ross says:
*Keyen*: Aye Sir!

DOM_Base says:
@COM: Ruk/Nilan: 12th Order is fifteen minutes out.  You will need to provide cover for there entrance into the system.  Protect those ships at all costs.

OPS{Cap} says:
::arrives on bridge and logs into OPS console::

Host CO_Ross says:
CMO: Mr. Senn, you have the bridge, I'll be in Transporter room 1

CEO_Vrayl says:
::sends off two EO's to recalibrate the injectors::

CMO_Senn says:
::another deep breath:: CO: Yes, sir

CMO_Senn says:
::sees Cap entering the bridge:: OPS: Has Caq woken up yet? ::unable to hide her concern::

Host CO_Ross says:
::Exits bridge to TL to deck 7

OPS{Cap} says:
CMO: no not yet, the headaches on my part seem to have stopped though

CSO_McMer says:
::Noting that reloading of the sensor probes is complete:: CMO: Ma'am, er Sir, we have a another set of probes available should we need them.

Host CO_Ross says:
::Arrives on Deck 5, cargo transporter Room 1::

CMO_Senn says:
OPS: Thanks for the information, Lt. ::wonders how Immolisious is doing with the other Bynar::

AEnsKayan says:
::wipes her hands again on her uniform and runs through the maneuvers for the appropriate situation::

Host CO_Ross says:
::Looks at the transporter chief and nods for him to energize::

CMO_Senn says:
::turns to CSO:: CSO: Good Mr. MacMer.

OPS{Cap} says:
::bites his lip as another headache comes on::

DOM_Base says:
@::begins scans of the 18 Galor Class Warship Variants in the 12th order that are to be installed with the Breen Energy weapon and the 24 Galor Class Attack Cruisers::

CEO_Vrayl says:
::calls the EO's to check in on the shunt diodes::

CMO_Senn says:
::time for waiting for the Captain to come back it seems... when she would be more useful in sickbay after all::

Host Adm_Keyen says:
::materializes on the Artemis::

OPS{Cap} says:
::runs a system diagnostic on the Artemis::

Host CO_Ross says:
Keyen: Welcome aboard Admiral!

CSO_McMer says:
::Catching eye contact with CMO..... and freezing up until she breaks it, then looking at her and back at Kayan::

Host Adm_Keyen says:
::shakes Ross' hand:: CO : Thank you.. I just wish the circumstances where better..

DOM_Base says:
@::monitors orders from Cardassia Prime the orders the bulk of the 12th Order to change course and respond to the shifting of power in the Chintooka system ..... the installation of the Breen Energy Weapon on those ships will be delayed.  The other half of the 12th Order continues on course for the Dominion Base::

Host CO_Ross says:
Keyen: I couldn’t agree with you more Sir!

CEO_Vrayl says:
::satisfied that all systems are nominal or better::

CSO_McMer says:
::Seeing a double image of Kayan, the one in front of me, and the other with in Senn's place, complete with rank and uniform...::

AEnsKayan says:
::feels someone staring at her and turns around to see what she had done wrong::

Host Adm_Keyen says:
::waits for the Captain to lead him out:: CO : We need to talk...

MO_Ianden says:
::Wipes some sweat off his head::

CSS_Ruk says:
@::can't find any reason for the destruction of the Eharo::

Host CO_Ross says:
Keyen: This way sir! :: leads the Admiral to Deck 2, Briefing Room::

AEnsKayan says:
::looks at Jason and frowns::

CMO_Senn says:
::stands and walks about the bridge, watches all officers doing system diagnostics getting ready for whatever is to come::

CSO_McMer says:
::Realizing that I have been day dreaming, suddenly busying myself looking over the SO's shoulder::

CSS_Nilan says:
@::wants to order the base to a heightened alert level ... but they are already at maximum alert::

SO_Joe says:
CSO: Something wrong?

AEnsKayan says:
::shrugs her shoulders and looks over at the CMO::

Host Adm_Keyen says:
::follows the Captain::

Host CO_Ross says:
::Ross and Keyen enter TL to Deck 2

Host CO_Ross says:
::Exits TL and enters Briefing Room::

Host CO_Ross says:
::Ross offers the Admiral his seat::

CEO_Vrayl says:
::walks over to a beeping panel, and finds a small deviation to correct::

MO_Ianden says:
::thinks he should go look at the nurses, to see if there doing everything right::

DOM_Base says:
@::monitors the completion of construction on the base::

CSO_McMer says:
SO: Er... uhm...  no, just uhm trying to do some mental uhm... calculations....

CMO_Senn says:
::looks over at Kayan... and wonders about the other Kayan, the one in the alternate universe:: FCO: yes?

OPS{Caq} says:
::slightly stirs on the Bio bed, the light on his belt blinks and then he stops stirring again and the light goes back out::

Host Adm_Keyen says:
::sits down::

OPS{Cap} says:
::falls down on floor wincing in pain::

Host CO_Ross says:
Keyen: Sir?

AEnsKayan says:
::looks down at her controls::  CMO:  I have a question please....?

CSS_Ruk says:
@::returns to patrol route with Nilan off its Port Wing::

MO_Ianden says:
::Sees Caq stir::

Host Adm_Keyen says:
CO : Mr. Ross.. I need not tell you this is disturbing data you found out?

CMO_Senn says:
::approaches the FC console:: FCO: Ask away, Ens.

MO_Ianden says:
::Quickly runs to him and does a quick scan::

CMO_Senn says:
::turns as she listens to the sound of Cap falling to the floor:: FCO: Later... *MO* Medical emergency in the bridge

AEnsKayan says:
CMO:  This may sound silly, but what am I supposed to be doing while waiting?  Everything is in order.

Host CO_Ross says:
Keyen: Yes Sir, I was completely shocked that the Dominion have entered Federation Space so deeply!

SO_Joe says:
CSO: Are you wondering about that Dominion base?

MO_Ianden says:
*CMO* : Aye

OPS{Cap} says:
::gets up slowly:: CMO: it's ok, just a wave of data just came from Caq

Host Adm_Keyen says:
::nods:: CO : That is why we need to take that station out as soon as possible.

CSO_McMer says:
SO: Er, yes that’s what I was trying to visualize.

CMO_Senn says:
::runs to Cap's side and helps him stand:: OPS: did it make sense or was it like the other time? *MO* Disregard my last order, Lt.

Host CO_Ross says:
Keyen: I agree

CSS_Ruk says:
@::5 Galor Class Attack Cruisers drop from warp and take up positions in a loose formation around the Ruk and Nilan filling out its battle group to 7 ships.  The Fe'shu, the Miya, the Warlick, the Render, and the Fearstal. The rest of the remains of the 12th Order begins to drop from warp taking parking positions around the base.::

OPS{Cap} says:
CMO: Well there was a little data, it appears that he stirred for a moment, but he's back into his coma now.

Host Adm_Keyen says:
CO : I've assembled this small task force, but there are reinforcements coming our way.. We should be ready in a few hours..

CEO_Vrayl says:
::sees that everything is quiet, and returns to his panel to study data on the Breen weapon::

DOM_Base says:
@::monitors the beginning arrival of the 12th order and begins to coordinate the installation of the Breen Energy Weapon ..... wonders how much time the base has till the Steamrunner Class Starship returns ..... with friends.::

SO_Joe says:
CSO: As soon as all the data is organized, you can calculate all you want

Host CO_Ross says:
Keyen: How does the Artemis fit into the battle plan Sir?

CMO_Senn says:
::closes her eyes in disappointment for a second:: OPS: I think you are fit for duty, Lt., but if Caq affects you this way again I'll have to make you go to sickbay again.

OPS{Cap} says:
CMO: he asked for help, and a lot of other stuff, all at the same time. I was just starting to get used to the silence when more data then I've ever received in such a short amount of time entered my brain, it was unnerving to say the least

CSO_McMer says:
::Nods to SO, turning to CMO, but not really looking AT her:: CMO: Should we launch a probe back towards the enemy base to make sure they aren't hanging just out of sensor range?

Host Adm_Keyen says:
CO : Well.. ::takes out a PADD, transfers info into the Artemis's database and displays the info in one of the Briefing room Monitors::

MO_Ianden says:
Walter: What happened to Caq to make him stir??!!

AEnsKayan says:
::listens to Cap wondering if he and Caq are like her and Bryn::

CMO_Senn says:
*MO* Please keep Caq under close observation... if he wakes up again we'll need to try to help him stay awake.

CEO_Vrayl says:
::notices something in the Breen energy signatures he hadn't noticed before, and gets ideas::

MO_Ianden says:
<Walter>= all I saw was the light in his belt blink, sir

OPS{Caq} says:
::lies on the bio bed, close to death::

Host CO_Ross says:
::analyzes the diagram::

CMO_Senn says:
OPS: I understand. Proceed with your duties, Caq is in good hands. ::smiles at the small Bynar and turns to the CSO::

CSS_Ruk says:
@::orders the arriving ships to form up off the Ruk and apprises them of the situation with the Steamrunner::

Host CO_Ross says:
Keyen: interesting battle plan Sir!

OPS{Caq} says:
::blinks::

CMO_Senn says:
CSO: I... ::Nayla realizes she is not sure of issuing an order of that kind on her own:: will wait for the Captain to take that decision, Lt.

MO_Ianden says:
::Sees Caq blink::

OPS{Cap} says:
::winces again, but not as hard::

CSO_McMer says:
CMO: Aye, .... Sir.

CSS_Ruk says:
@::orders his battle group to full alert::

Host Adm_Keyen says:
<<<<<<<<<<<End Artemis 9905.28>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

